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Existence of equilibrium in OLG economies
with increasing returns
Jean-Marc Bonnisseau and Lalaina Rakotonindrainy∗
November 2011
Abstract
We consider a standard overlapping generation economy with a
simple demographic structure with a new cohort of agents at each pe-
riod with an economic activity extended over two successive periods
and ﬁnitely many ﬁrms active forever. The production possibilities
are described by a sequence of production mapping and the main in-
novation comes from the fact that we allow for increasing returns to
scale of more general type of non-convexities. To describe the be-
havior of the ﬁrms, we consider loss-free pricing rules, which covers
the case of the average pricing rule, the competitive behavior when
the ﬁrms have convex production sets, and the competitive behavior
with quantity constraints à la Dehez-Drèze. We prove the existence
of an equilibrium under assumptions, which are at the same level of
generality than the ones for the existence in an exchange economy.
JEL classiﬁcation: C62, D50, D62.
Keywords: Overlapping generation model, increasing returns to
scale, loss-free pricing rules, equilibrium, existence
1 Introduction
Overlapping generations models are studied both in microeconomics and in
macroeconomics to analyze intertemporal phenomenon. These models in-
volve inﬁnitely many dates, goods and consumers. This double inﬁnity is
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source of many unobservable phenomenons in Arrow-Debreu economies even
if the space of goods is of inﬁnite dimension.
Regarding the production side, if we consider endogenous growth mod-
els, externalities might be introduced for example via the level of human
capital, which are source of increasing returns at the aggregate level. But
these returns are not taken into account by the agents, who have a myopic
behavior in the sense that they do not take into account the inﬂuence of their
investment in human capital on the productivity of the ﬁrms.
We thus plan to study a standard overlapping generation model with pro-
duction allowing increasing returns to scale and a behavior of the producers,
which goes beyond the competitive one.
The basic model is the one introduced [1, 2, 3], see also [14] for a very
intuitive approach. The production knowledge of a producer is described by
generalized production correspondences, which deﬁne the possible outputs
at one date given the vector of inputs consumed at the previous date. This
sequential approach of the production allows to consider innovation along
the time and heterogeneity of producers.
The equilibrium concept is the standard one but for the behavior of the
producers since we do not assume that the production sets are convex. Hence
the standard competitive behavior is meaningless.
In models allowing for non-convex technologies, the ﬁrms follow general
pricing rules to describe a large range of possible behaviors including the
proﬁt maximizing behavior at given prices. The literature considers pricing
rule which associates a set of admissible prices to a weakly eﬃcient produc-
tion. For a comprehensive introduction see [4, 7, 10, 15]. Since the production
is deﬁned in a recursive way, we propose to deﬁne also the pricing rule recur-
sively, so that the prices for two successive dates depends on the production
possibilities for these two dates and not for the other ones.
We consider loss-free pricing rules, meaning that the ﬁrms are restricted
to get a non negative proﬁt over two successive periods. This covers the
case of the average pricing rule, the competitive behavior when the ﬁrms
have convex production sets, and the competitive behavior with quantity
constraints à la Dehez-Drèze, [8, 9].
Contrary to the case of a constant return technology, it is crucial to deter-
mine how proﬁts (or losses) of producers are distributed among consumers.
Indeed, the optimality of the equilibrium allocation depends on the reparti-
tion scheme. In this ﬁrst paper, we only consider private ownership economies
and we assume that the shares are given exogenously. It would be meaning-
ful to introduce a stock market at each date allowing the old generation to
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sell the shares to the young generation, but this is beyond the scope of this
paper.
We provide an existence result under suﬃcient conditions at the same
level of generality than those for an exchange economy. On the production
side, we need to assume the free-disposal condition as for the static models.
On the pricing rule, we just need a continuity condition.
2 Description of the model
We consider an economy with inﬁnitely many dates (t = 1, 2 · · · ). For all
t ∈ N∗, there exists a ﬁnite set Lt of commodities available in the world. We
denote #Lt = Lt.
Consumers
At each period t ∈ N (including at period 0), a ﬁnite and non-empty set of
consumers It, called generation t, born. We denote #It = It and I = ∪t∈NIt.
Each individual lives two periods (an agent born at period t lives at t and
t+ 1 and is assumed to have no economic activity before t and after t+ 1).
The consumption set of each individual i ∈ It, t ≥ 1 is the subset X i =
RLt+ × RLt+1+ . Thus consumption of each consumer of generation t is limited
to his lifetime t and t + 1. The consumption set of consumers of generation
0 is RL1+ .
Consumers preferences are represented by a utility function ui : X i → R.
This means that preferences are complete and transitive.
The vector ei ∈ RLt++×RLt+1++ represents the initial endowment of the agent
i of the generation t, which is null outside his lifetime.
Producers
We assume the set of producers J to be ﬁnite. Each ﬁrm is supposed to
be possibly active for all dates. We denote #J = J .
The production possibilities are represented by production mappings as-
sociating to a given vector of inputs at date t, a set of possible outputs
produced at the next period. This supposes that the production process
takes time, the consumption of an input at date t has no inﬂuence on the
output at this date. For each ﬁrm j, (F jt )
∞
t=1 is a sequence of mappings from
−RLt+ to RLt+1 . For a given inputs vector zjt , F jt (zjt ) is the set of possible
vector of outputs the ﬁrm can produce.
Let us associate to each ﬁrm j at each period t an elementary production
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set Zjt deﬁned by:
Zjt = {(zjt , ζjt+1) ∈ −RLt+ × RLt+1 | ζjt+1 ∈ F jt (zjt )}
Notice that Ztj is the graph of the mapping F
j
t . We deﬁne the global inter-
temporal production set of ﬁrm j by:
Y j =
{
(yjt )
∞
t=1 ∈
∞∏
t=1
RLt | ∀t,∃(zjt , ζjt+1) ∈ Zjt : yjt = zjt + ζjt with ζj1 = 0
}
Feasibility condition
An allocation ((xi)i∈I , (yj)j∈J ) ∈
∏∞
t=0
∏
i∈It X
i ×∏j∈J Y j is feasible if
for all t ∈ N∗:∑
i∈It−1∪It
xit =
∑
i∈It−1∪It
eit +
∑
j∈J
yjt (1)
We denote by A(E) the set of feasible allocations.
Pricing Rule
The price vector p is an element of
∏∞
t=1R
Lt
+ , and pth is the market price
of the commodity h at date t.
Since the model we consider allows increasing returns, the producers be-
havior cannot only be characterized by a competitive and proﬁt maximization
behavior. So we describe the behavior of the producers by general pricing
rules. See Cornet [7], Dierker, Guesnerie and Neuefeind [10] and Villar [15]
for a survey on the representation of economic behavior of producers by pric-
ing rules.
Since the production possibilities are deﬁned in a recursive way, we deﬁne
the pricing rule in a similar way. For a producer j at a period t, the pricing
rule ϕjt is a set-valued mapping deﬁned on the set of weakly eﬃcient produc-
tions of Zjt with values in RLt+ ×RLt+1+ . So, taken a weakly eﬃcient production
yj ∈ Y j and a price p, the pair (yj, p) is compatible with the behavior of the
jth producer if for all t, (pt, pt+1) ∈ ϕjt(zjt , ζjt+1) where (zjt , ζjt+1) ∈ Zjt and
yjt = z
j
t + ζ
j
t .
Budget Constraint
We assume that we are in a private ownership economy. Each agent i ∈ It
beholds a share θij ≥ 0 of the ﬁrm j such that for all j, ∑i∈It θij = 1.
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The budget constraint, for each agent i ∈ It, t ∈ N∗ is given by:
pt · xit + pt+1 · xit+1 ≤ pt · eit + pt+1 · eit+1 +
∑
j∈J
θij(pt · zjt + pt+1 · ζjt+1)
and for i ∈ I0, p1 · xi1 ≤ p1 · ei1
Equilibrium
We are now able to state the deﬁnition of an equilibrium in this overlap-
ping generation economy with production.
Deﬁnition 1 An equilibrium in the OLG economy E is an element
(p∗, (xi∗), (yj∗)) ∈∏∞t=1RLt+ ×∏i∈I X i ×∏j∈J Y j such that:
a) for all t ∈ N∗, for all i ∈ It, xi∗ is a maximal element of ui in the
budget set:
{xi ∈ X i | p∗t · xit + p∗t+1 · xit+1 ≤ wi∗},
with wi∗ = p∗t ·eit+p∗t+1 ·eit+1+
∑
j∈J θ
ij(p∗t ·zjt +p∗t+1 ·ζjt+1) and, for all i ∈ I0,
xi∗ is a maximal element of ui in the budget set
{xi ∈ X i | p∗1 · xi1 ≤ p∗1 · ei1};
b) for all j ∈ J , for all t, (p∗t , p∗t+1) ∈ ϕjt(zj∗t , ζj∗t+1), where (zj∗t , ζj∗t+1) ∈ Zjt
and yj∗t = z
j∗
t + ζ
j∗
t ;
c) for all t ∈ N∗, ∑i∈It−1∪It xi∗t =∑i∈It−1∪It eit +∑j∈J yj∗t .
3 Existence of equilibrium
We consider standard assumptions on the consumption side.
Assumption C.
a) For all t ∈ N∗, for all individuals i ∈ It, X i = RLt+ × RLt+1+ and for all
i ∈ I0, X i = RL1+ .
b) For all individuals in I, ui is continuous, quasi-concave and locally non-
satiated;
c) For all t ∈ N∗, there exists i0(t) ∈ It such that for all xt ∈ RLt+ , ui0(t)(xt, ·)
is locally non-satiated and i1(t) ∈ It such that for all xt+1 ∈ RLt+1+ ,
ui1(t)(·, xt+1) is locally non-satiated.
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Assumption E. For all t ∈ N∗, for all i ∈ It, ei ∈ RLt++ × RLt+1++ and for all
i ∈ I0, ei ∈ RL1++.
We posit the following assumption on the production function.
Assumption F.
a) For all (j, t) ∈ J × N∗, F jt has a closed graph;
b) for all zjt ∈ −RLt+ , 0 ∈ F jt (zjt );
c) for all zjt ∈ −RLt+ , F jt (zjt ) ∩ RLt+1+ is bounded;
d) for all zjt , z
j′
t ∈ −RLt+ , if ztj ≤ zj′t then F jt (zj′t ) ⊂ F jt (ztj);
e) F jt (z
j
t ) = (F
j
t (z
j
t ) ∩ RLt+1+ )− RLt+1+ .
Assumption F implies that Y j is closed for the product topology and
satisﬁes the free-disposal assumption and the inactivity property. We do not
assume the output vectors to be nonnegative, but we will see that only the
nonnegative output vectors are relevant at equilibrium.
Assumption PR. For all (j, t) ∈ J × N∗,
a) ϕjt has a closed graph and for all (z
j
t , ζ
j
t+1) ∈ ∂Zjt , ϕjt(zjt , ζjt+1) is a closed
convex cone in RLt+ × RLt+1+ diﬀerent from {(0, 0)};
b) for all (zjt , ζ
j
t+1) ∈ ∂Zjt , for all (pt, pt+1) ∈ ϕjt(zjt , ζjt+1), if ζt+1,k < 0 then
pt+1,k = 0.
Assumption LF. (Loss-free assumption) For all (j, t) ∈ J × N, for all
(zjt , ζ
j
t+1) ∈ Zjt , for all (pt, pt+1) ∈ ϕjt(zjt , ζjt+1),
pt · zjt + pt+1 · ζjt+1 ≥ 0
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 1 Under Assumptions C, E, F, PR and LF, the OLG economy E
has an equilibrium.
Remark 1 This result encompasses the known existence results for exchange
economies. Indeed, it suﬃces to consider that there is only one producer with
a constant production correspondence Ft deﬁned by Ft(zt) = −RLt+1+ and the
pricing rule corresponding to the competitive behavior, that is, ϕt(zt, ζt+1) =
{(pt, pt+1) ∈ RLt+ × RLt+1+ | pt · zt + pt+1 · ζt+1 = 0}.
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Remark 2 If we further assume that F jt has a convex graph for all (j, t)
and that the pricing rule ϕjt describes the competitive behavior, that is,
ϕjt(z
j
t , ζ
j
t+1) = {(pt, pt+1) ∈ RLt+ × RLt+1+ | pt · zjt + pt+1 · ζjt+1 ≥ pt · zj′t +
pt+1 · ζj′t+1,∀(zj′t , ζj′t+1) ∈ Zjt }, then Assumptions PR and LF are satisﬁed
and Theorem 1 gives the existence of a competitive equilibrium in the OLG
economy.
Remark 3 Note that Assumption PR (b) implies that for all t ∈ N∗, for
all k ∈ Lt+1, then ζj∗t+1,k = 0 if commodity k is desirable by at least one
consumer of generation t or t + 1. So, even if we do not a priori exclude
negative quantities of output when we deﬁne the production mappings, at
equilibrium, the production of an output is always non negative for desirable
commodities.
4 Equilibrium in truncated economies
We will proceed as in exchange economies (see Balasko et al. [1]) to establish
the existence of equilibrium in E : ﬁrst we show the existence of pseudo-
equilibrium in the truncated economies with a ﬁnite horizon
Eτ =
(
(uτi, Xτi, eτi, θi)i∈Iτ−10 , (Y
tj, ϕ˜tj)t=1,...,τ−1
j∈J
)
then we prove that prices and allocations remains in a compact space of a
suitable linear space and we ﬁnally show that a cluster point is an equilibrium
of the OLG economy.
Notations.
Iτ−10 = ∪τ−1t=0 It is the set of all the individuals born up to period τ − 1.
For each t, we choose an arbitrary closed convex cone Ct included in
RLt++ ∪ {0} containing 1t = (1, . . . , 1) in its interior. We denote by C+t the
positive polar cone of Ct
1. For each i ∈ I0,
Xτi = {x ∈∏τt=1RLt+ | xt′ = 0,∀t′ > 1}
uτi(x) = ui(x1)
eτi = (eτit′ )
τ
t′=1 such that e
τi
1 = e
i
1, and e
τi
t′ = 0 if t
′ > 1.
For each t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, for each i ∈ It,
Xτi = {x ∈∏τt=1RLt+ | xt′ = 0,∀t′ 6= t, t+ 1}
uτi(x) = ui(xt, xt+1)
1C+t = {v ∈ RLt | v · u ≥ 0,∀u ∈ Ct}
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eτi = (eτit′ )
τ
t′=1 such that e
τi
t = e
i
t, e
τi
t+1 = e
i
t+1 and e
τi
t′ = 0 if t
′ 6= t, t+ 1.
We deﬁne the extended production set Y tj for t = 1, . . . , τ − 1 as follows:
Y tj = {(ytjt′ )τt′=1 ∈
τ∏
t′=1
RLt′ | (ytjt , ytjt+1) ∈ Zjt ,∀t′ 6= t, t+ 1, ytjt′ ∈ −Ct′}
This extension is necessary since the existence result for economies with
non-convex production sets require that the production sets satisﬁes the free-
disposal assumption or at least a weak form of it, namely, with our notations
the fact that Y tj − ∏τt′=1Ct′ = Y tj. We also extend the pricing rules as
follows: for all ytj ∈ ∂Ytj,
ϕ˜tj(ytj) = {p ∈
τ∏
t′=1
C+t | (pt, pt+1) ∈ ϕjt(ytjt , ytjt+1), pt′ · ytjt′ = 0,∀t′ 6= t, t+ 1}
We remark that if p ∈ ϕ˜tj(ytj) and pt′ ∈ RLt′+ \ {0} for some t′ 6= t, t+1, then
ytjt′ = 0.
Deﬁnition 2 A pseudo-equilibrium in the truncated economy Eτ is an ele-
ment (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) ∈∏τt=1C+t ×∏i∈Iτ−10 Xτi ×∏j∈J ∏τ−1t=1 Y tj such that:
a) for all t = 1, 2 . . . τ − 1, for all i ∈ It, xi∗ is a maximal element of uτi
in the budget set
{xi ∈ Xτi | p∗ · xi ≤ p∗ · eτi +
∑
j∈J
θijt p
∗ · ytj∗};
for all i ∈ I0, xi∗ is a maximal element of uτi in the budget set {xi ∈ Xτi |
p∗ · xi ≤ p∗ · eτi};
b) for all j ∈ J , for all t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, p∗ ∈ ϕ˜tj(ytj∗);
c) For all t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, ∑i∈Iτ−10 xi∗t = ∑i∈Iτ−10 eτit +∑j∈J ∑τ−1t′=1 yt′j∗t
and
∑
i∈Iτ−10 x
i∗
τ ≤
∑
i∈Iτ−10 e
τi
τ +
∑
i∈Iτ e
i
τ +
∑
j∈J
∑τ−1
t′=1 y
t′j∗
τ
Remark 4 The diﬀerence between a pseudo-equilibrium and an equilibrium
is that we do not require the market clearing condition at the last period τ
and we artiﬁcially increase the initial endowments by adding those of the
consumers of the generation τ . This particular feature is useful to show
below that if τ ′ > τ , then the restriction of a pseudo-equilibrium of Eτ ′ to
the τ − 1 ﬁrst generations is a pseudo-equilibrium of Eτ .
Remark 5 Since Condition (c) of the above deﬁnition is weaker on the last
period τ than the standard market clearing condition, an equilibrium of Eτ
is clearly a pseudo-equilibrium.
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Remark 6 In the deﬁnition of a pseudo-equilibrium, the price p∗ is supposed
to be in
∏τ
t=1C
+
t . Actually, we remark that it belongs to the smaller set∏τ
t=1R
Lt
+ . This is a consequence of Condition (b) and the fact that ϕ
j
t takes
its values in RLt+ ×RLt+1+ . Consequently, we deduce from the deﬁnition of ϕ˜tj
that ytj∗t′ = 0 for all t
′ 6= t, t+ 1.
Remark 7 From the deﬁnition of the truncated economy and the deﬁnition
of a pseudo-equilibrium, we remark that if τ¯ > τ and (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) is a
pseudo-equilibrium in the economy Eτ¯ , then the price and the allocations
restricted to the τ ﬁrst periods
(
q∗, (χi∗)i∈Iτ−10 , (ξ
tj∗) j∈J
t=1,...,τ−1
)
deﬁned by
q∗ = (p∗t )
τ
t=1,
for all i ∈ Iτ−10 , χi∗ = (xi∗t )τt=1,
for all j ∈ J , for all t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, ξtj∗ = (ztj∗t′ )τt′=1,
is a pseudo-equilibrium in the economy Eτ .
Indeed, from the deﬁnition of a quasi-equilibrium, we just have to look at
Condition (c) for the period τ . Since (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) is a pseudo-equilibrium
in the economy Eτ¯ and τ¯ > τ , one has:∑
i∈I τ¯−10
xi∗τ =
∑
i∈I τ¯−10
eτ¯ iτ +
∑
j∈J
τ¯−1∑
t′=1
yt
′j∗
τ
From the deﬁnition of X τ¯ i, for all i ∈ ∪τ¯−1t=τ+1It, xi∗τ = 0. From the deﬁnition
of eτ¯ i, for all i ∈ ∪τ¯−1t=τ+1It, eτ¯ iτ = 0. From the previous remark, for all
t′ = τ + 1, . . . , τ¯ − 1, for all j, yt′j∗τ = 0. Furthermore, for all j, yτj∗τ ≤ 0 and
for all i ∈ Iτ , xi∗τ ≥ 0. So, one deduces that∑
i∈I τ¯−10
xi∗τ =
∑
i∈Iτ−10
xi∗τ +
∑
i∈Iτ
xi∗τ =
∑
i∈Iτ−10
eτ¯ iτ +
∑
i∈Iτ
eτ¯ iτ +
∑
j∈J
τ−1∑
t′=1
yt
′j∗
τ +
∑
j∈J
yτj∗τ
which implies that
∑
i∈Iτ−10
xi∗τ ≤
∑
i∈Iτ−10
eτ¯ iτ +
∑
i∈Iτ
eτ¯ iτ +
∑
j∈J
τ−1∑
t′=1
yt
′j∗
τ
So we get Condition (c) for the period τ since xi∗τ = χ
i∗
τ and e
τ¯ i
τ = e
τi
τ for all
i ∈ Iτ−10 and eτ¯ iτ = eiτ for all i ∈ Iτ .
We are going to deduce the existence of pseudo-equilibrium from a quasi-
equilibrium. One has:
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Deﬁnition 3 A quasi-equilibrium in the truncated economy Eτ is an element
(p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) ∈∏τt=1C+t ×∏i∈Iτ−10 Xτi ×∏j∈J ∏τ−1t=1 Y tj satisfying:
a') for all t = 1, 2 . . . τ − 1, xi∗ is an element of the budget set:
{xi ∈ Xτi | p∗ · xi ≤ p∗ · eτi +
∑
j∈J
θijt p
∗ · ytj∗}
and for all xi ∈ Xτi such that: p∗ · xi < p∗ · eτi +∑j∈J θijt p∗ · ytj, uτi(xi) ≤
uτi(xi∗),
for all i ∈ I0, xi∗ ∈ {xi ∈ X i | p∗ · xi ≤ p∗ · eτi} and for all xi ∈ Xτi such
that p∗ · xi < p∗ · eτi, uτi(xi) ≤ uτi(xi∗),
b) for all j ∈ J , for all t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, p∗ ∈ ϕ˜τj(ytj∗);
c)
∑
i∈Iτ−10 x
i∗ =
∑
i∈Iτ−10 e
i +
∑
j∈J
∑τ−1
t=1 y
tj∗;
d) p∗ 6= 0.
Proposition 1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for all τ ≥ 2, there
exists a quasi-equilibrium of the economy Eτ .
Proof. The proof is based on the fact that Eτ satisﬁes the necessary as-
sumption of the existence of a (quasi)-equilibrium. See Bonnisseau-Cornet
[4] for the existence of equilibrium with bounded-losses pricing rules and in
particular of losses-free pricing rules, Gourdel [11] for the existence of quasi-
equilibrium and the way to go from quasi-equilibrium to equilibrium, and
Bonnisseau-Jamin [5] for the existence of equilibrium with a weaker version
of the free-disposal assumption.
Indeed, the existence of quasi-equilibrium is ensured by Assumptions (C)
and (E), and the facts that :
• ϕ˜tj satisﬁes Assumption (PR)(a) since ϕjt satisﬁes this assumption and
Ct is a closed convex cone.
• for all (ytj) ∈ ∏ ∂Y tj, if p ∈ ∩j,tϕ˜tj(ytj), p · eτi +∑j∈J θijt p · ytj ≥ 0,
thanks to Assumptions (LF) and (E), and Remark 6, that is p∗ ∈∏τ
t=1R
Lt
+ .
• Y tj −∏τt′=1Ct′ = Y tj (free-disposal)
and the boundedness assumption stated by the following lemma.
Let e ∈ ∏t∈N∗ RLt+ deﬁned by et =∑i∈It∪It−1 eit. Let e′ ∈ ∏t∈N∗ RLt+ such
that e′ ≥ e. We denote by A˜(Eτ (e′)), the set of allocations satisfying the mar-
ket clearing condition for a pseudo-equilibrium (Condition (c) of Deﬁnition
2) for the economy Eτ .
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Lemma 1 For all e′ ≥ e, for all j ∈ J , there exists a sequence of non neg-
ative real numbers (mtj) such that for all τ , for all ((xi), (ytj)) ∈ A˜(Eτ (e′)),
for all i ∈ Iτ−10 , for all t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, 0 ≤ xit ≤ e′t +
(∑
j∈J m
tj
)
1t;
for all j ∈ J , for all t = 1, . . . , t− 1, for all t′ 6= t+ 1,
0 ≥ ytjt′ ≥ −e′t′ −
∑
j∈J m
t′j1t
′
,
m(t+1)j1t+1 ≥ ytjt+1 ≥ −e′t+1 −
∑
j∈J m
(t+1)j1t+1.
Proof. Let ((xi), (ytj)) be an element of A˜(Eτ (e′)). Then, for all t = 1, . . . , τ ,
∑
i∈Iτ−10
xit ≤ e′t +
∑
j∈J
τ−1∑
t′=1
yt
′j
t
For all j ∈ J , we deﬁne the sequence (mtj) as follows: m1j = 0 and mt+1j
is a positive real number so that:
F jt (−e′t −
∑
j∈J
mtj1t) ⊂ mt+1j1t+1 − RLt+1+
Such real number exists from the boundedness Assumption F(c). Since 0 ≤∑
i∈Iτ−10 x
i
1, we get
∑
j∈J y
1j
1 +
∑
j∈J
∑τ−1
t=2 y
tj
1 ≥ −e′1. Since for all j ∈ J ,
for all t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, ytj1 ≤ 0, we obtain 0 ≥ y1j1 ≥ −e′1 for all j and for all
t.
For the second period, we have
∑
j∈J
y1j2 +
∑
j∈J
y2j2 +
∑
j∈J
τ−1∑
t=3
ytj2 ≥ −e′2
For all j ∈ J , for all t = 2, . . . , τ − 1, ytj2 ≤ 0. From the above inequalities
and Assumption F(d), y1j2 ∈ F j1 (y1j1 ) ⊂ F j1 (−e′1) ⊂ m2j12 − RL2+ . Thus, for
all j ∈ J ,
0 ≥ ytj2 ≥ −e′2 −
∑
j∈J
m2j12, for all t = 2, · · · , τ − 1,
m2j12 ≥ y1j2 ≥ −e′2 −
∑
j 6=j′
y1j
′
2 ≥ −e′2 −
∑
j 6=j′
m2j
′
12 ≥ −e′2 −
∑
j′∈J
m2j
′
12
By an induction argument taking into account the deﬁnition of the se-
quences (mtj) we prove the result for all periodS.
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For the consumptions, since they are all non-negative,
0 ≤ xi ≤
∑
i′∈Iτ−10
xi
′
.
So, for all t
0 ≤ xit ≤ e′t +
∑
j∈J
∑τ−1
t′=1 y
t′j
t ≤ e′t +
∑
j∈J y
t−1j
t ≤ e′t +
∑
j∈J m
tj1t

The following lemma ensures that a quasi-equilibrium in Eτ is an equilib-
rium.
Lemma 2 If (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) is a quasi-equilibrium, then p∗t 6= 0 for all t
and (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) is an equilibrium.
Proof. Since the utility functions are continuous, the condition for a quasi-
equilibrium (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) to be an equilibrium is that the indidvidual
wealth is strictly above the subsistence level, that is: wi∗ = p∗ · eτi +∑
j∈J θ
ij
t p
∗ · ytj∗ > inf p∗.Xτi, for all i ∈ Iτ−10 . As already remarked (See
Remark 6), p∗ ∈ ∏τt=1RLt+ , so inf p∗.Xτi = 0. Hence, from Assumptions E
and LF, it suﬃces to show that p∗t 6= 0 for all t = 1, . . . , τ .
Suppose that there exists t such that p∗t = 0. Knowing that p
∗ is not equal
to 0, there exists t¯ such that p∗¯t 6= 0 and p∗¯t+1 = 0 or p∗¯t = 0 and p∗¯t+1 6= 0. We
deal with the ﬁrst case, the proof being the same for the second case.
Since p∗¯t ∈ RLt¯+ \{0}, the consumer i1 in It¯ given by Assumption C(c) has
a strictly positive wealth wi1∗ > 0. Then (xi1∗t¯ , x
i1∗
t¯+1) is a demand of consumer
i1. But, then, the local non-satiation of the partial utility function u
i1(xi1∗t¯ , ·)
is incompatible with p∗¯t+1 = 0.
Thus, necessarily p∗t 6= 0 for all t, and wi∗ > inf p∗.Xτi = 0.

From Remark 2, an equilibrium is a pseudo-equilibrium, thus we have
proved the following result.
Proposition 2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for all τ ≥ 2, there
exists a pseudo-equilibrium of the economy Eτ .
In the following lemma, we provide two properties of the pseudo-equili-
brium, which will be useful for the limit argument in the next section. A non
zero equilibrium price p∗ is normalized so that
∑τ
t=1
∑
`∈Lt p
∗
t` = 1.
Lemma 3 a) If (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) is a pseudo-equilibrium, then p∗t 6= 0 for
all t.
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b) The set of pseudo-equilibria of the economy Eτ with a normalized price is
closed.
Proof. The ﬁrst part uses the same argument as for Lemma 2.
We now consider a sequence of pseudo-equilibria (pν , (xiν), (ytjν)) that
converges to (p¯, (x¯i), (y¯tj)). We prove that (p¯, (x¯i), (y¯tj)) is also a pseudo-
equilibrium.
It is easy to establish that (p¯, (x¯i), (y¯tj) satisﬁes Condition (b) in Deﬁni-
tion 2, since ϕ˜τj has closed graph, and also Condition (c). So it remains to
show that the condition (a) is also satisﬁed.
Let us denote by (wiν) the associated wealth sequence and by w¯i its limit.
One easily shows that the budget constraint is satisﬁed by x¯i. If w¯i > 0,
then x¯i maximizes the utility function under the budget constraint. Indeed,
if p¯ · xi < w¯i, then for ν large enough, pν · xi ≤ wiν . But this implies that
ui(xi) ≤ ui(xiν), and by the continuity of ui, ui(xi) ≤ ui(x¯i). If p¯·xi = w¯i > 0.
Let λ < 1. Then p¯ · (λxi) < w¯i. So, from above, ui(λxi) ≤ ui(x¯i). Using
again the continuity of ui, ui(xi) = limλ→1 ui(λxi) ≤ ui(x¯i).
Let us now prove that p¯t 6= 0, for all t. Since p¯ 6= 0 by normalization,
there exists t such that p¯t 6= 0. Hence, for the consumer i0(t) ∈ It and
i1(t− 1) ∈ It−1, w¯i0(t) > 0 and w¯i1(t−1) > 0. So the agents i0(t) and i1(t− 1)
are utility maximizer hence, from Assumption C(c), p¯t+1 6= 0 and p¯t−1 6= 0.
Doing recursively the same argument, we conclude that the prices at each
period is diﬀerent from 0.
Since p¯t 6= 0, for all t, w¯i > 0 for all consumers, hence all of them are
maximizing utility at the price p¯. 
5 From truncated equilibria to equilibrium
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of considering a sequence of pseudo-equili-
brium in the truncated economy with an horizon increasing to inﬁnity. First,
we establish that the sequence of equilibrium prices in the truncated econo-
mies remains in a compact set for the product topology on
∏∞
t=1RLt . Then
we show that the sequence of T -equilibrium remains in a compact set and
we prove that a cluster point is an equilibrium of the OLG economy E .
From the previous section, for all T ≥ 2, there exists a T -equilibrium
(pT , (xiT ), (ytjT )) of the economy ET . Since we have proved in the previous
section (see Lemma 2) that pT1 6= 0, we normalize pT so that
∑
`∈L1 p
T
1` = 1.
We extend the price and the allocations to the whole space
∏∞
t=1RLt by
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adding zeros for the missing components without modifying the notations.
So, now the sequences (pT ), (xiT ) and (ytjT ) are in
∏∞
t=1RLt .
We now prove that the sequence of prices (pT ) remains in a compact
subset of
∏∞
t=1RLt .
Lemma 4 For all t, there exists k˜t ∈ R+ such that for all T , 0 ≤ pTt ≤ k˜t1t.
Proof. If it is not true, there exist t¯ and an increasing sequence (T ν) such
that pT
ν
t¯ ≥ ν1t¯. Let τ > t¯ + 2. We assume without any loss of generality
that T ν > τ for all ν.
Now we consider the restriction to the τ ﬁrst period of the T ν-equilibrium
(pT
ν
, (xiT
ν
), (ytjT
ν
)):
- for all i ∈ Iτ−10 , xiν is the restriction of xiT ν to
∏τ
t=1RLt ;
- for all j ∈ J , for all t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, ytjν is the restriction of ytjT ν to∏τ
t=1RLt ;
- pν is the restriction of pT
ν
to
∏τ
t=1RLt .
From Remark 7 in the previous section, (pν , (xiν), (ytjν)) is a pseudo-
equilibrium of the truncated economy Eτ . We now renormalize the price pν
as follows:
piν =
1∑τ
t=1
∑
`∈Lt p
ν
t`
pν
Since piν is non negative, the sequence piν remains in the simplex of
∏τ
t=1RLt ,
which is compact. From Lemma 1 in the previous section, the sequence
((xiν), (ytjν)) remains in the compact subset A˜(Eτ (e)). So the sequence
(piν , (xiν), (ytjν)) has a cluster point (p¯i, (x¯i), (y¯tj)). From Lemma 3, this clus-
ter point (p¯i, (x¯i), (y¯tj)) is also a pseudo-equilibrium of the truncated economy
Eτ . But p¯i1 = 0 since (
∑τ
t=1
∑
`∈Lt p
ν
t`) converges to +∞ and 0 ≤ pν1` ≤ 1 for
all ` ∈ L1. Hence we get a contradiction since Lemma 3 shows that for all
t = 1, . . . , τ , p¯it 6= 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 1 and the above lemma, the sequence
of T -equilibrium of the economy ET , (pT , (xiT ), (ytjT )), remains in a com-
pact set for the product topology of
∏∞
t=1RLt ×
∏∞
t′=1
∏
i∈It′
∏∞
t=1RLt ×∏
j∈J
∏∞
t′=1
∏∞
t=1RLt . Since this is a countable product of ﬁnite dimensional
spaces, the product topology is metrizable on the compact sets and there ex-
ists a sub-sequence (pT
ν
, (xiT
ν
), (ytjT
ν
)) of (pT , (xiT ), (ytjT )), which converges
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to (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)). We recall that the convergence for the product topol-
ogy implies the usual convergence when we consider only a ﬁnite number of
components.
For each τ ≥ 2, for ν large enough, the restriction of (pT ν , (xiT ν ), (ytjT ν ))
to the τ ﬁrst periods is a pseudo-equilibrium of Eτ (see Remark 7) and it
converges to the restriction of (p∗, (xi∗), (ytj∗)) to the τ ﬁrst periods. From
Lemma 3, this restriction is a pseudo-equilibrium of Eτ . From Deﬁnition 2
and the notations above, one deduces that (p∗, (ξi∗), (yj∗)) deﬁned as follows
in an equilibrium for the OLG economy E :
- for all t ≥ 1, for all i ∈ It, ξi∗ = (xi∗t , xi∗t+1) and for all i ∈ I0, ξi∗ = xi∗1 ;
- for all j ∈ J for all t ≥ 1, zj∗t = ytj∗t , ζj∗t+1 = ytj∗t+1 and yj∗t = zj∗t + ζj∗t
with ζj∗0 = 0. 
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